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In this paper we consider a compact, connected, Cm Riemannian manifold 
X with closed submanifold Y and relate two eigenvalue problems associated 
with the two manifolds. 
The Laplace-Beltrami operator associated with the Riemannian metric 
will be denoted by A, and the closed eigenvalue problem will then be the study 
of numbers, h, and functions f: X -+ R E P(X), f # 0, such that 
Af+hf =O. (1) 
The number h is called an eigenvalue, and f an eigenfunction of A. 
To describe the boundary valice problem we let d( , ) denote the distance 
function on X induced by the Riemannian metric and for given 7 > 0 set 
Q(T) = {x E x: d(x, Y) < r}. 
We then consider numbers A, and functionsf: X -+ R E Co(X) n C-(X - Q(T)) 
such that f # 0, f and h satisfy (l), and f 1 Q(T) = 0. 
As is well known one obtains for the closed eigenvalue problem the sequence 
{h, , h, ,...> of eigenvalues satisfying 
0 = A, < A, < . . . . 
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where each distinct eigenvalue is repeated according to its multiplicity. For the 
boundary value problem one similarly obtains the sequence @r(r), ha(~),...> 
of eigenvalues satisfying 
again with each distinct eigenvalue repeated according to its multplicty. 
THEOREM 1. Assume the codimension of Y in X is 22. Then for every 
j = 1, 2, 3 ,..., we have 
1~: h,(T) = A&, . 
Also for each N > 0 there exist orthonormal eigenfunctions (cpO, p1 ,..., vNT1} 
of Gtl~ Al ,.‘.Y hi-l), a sequence (t3 4 0, and orthonormul eigenfunctions 
G&J,..., q+&)) of &(t,J,..., h&J), respectiveb, such that 
in Le(X) for all j = 1, 2 ,..., N. If we assume that all e$genspaces of the closed 
eigenvalue problem are one-dimensio nal, then there exists a complete orthonormal 
busis ho 3 vl,...> of La(X) consisting of eigefunctions of {h, , h, ,...}, respectively, 
and a complete orth -l ba.vi h(~), (pa(T),-> of (f EL8(X):f I q7) = O} 
COfEidtg of eigenfunctk?S of (h,(T), t&(T),...}, respectively, such that 
in La(X) for all j = 1, 2,.... Moreover ;f W is any open set in X containing Y 
then (3) and (4) remain valid in the Ck topology of functions on X-W for every 
h = 0, 1, 2 ,.... 
The property that all eigenspaces of the closed eigenvalue problem are all 
one-dimensional is generic by a theorem of Uhlenbeck [5]. For the nongeneric 
case we have the following weaker theorem concerning the convergence of the 
eigenspaces of the two eigenvalue problems. 
THEOREM 2. We now let 
denote the distinct eigenvalues f the closed e&nvalue p&km, {H,, , Hz, H, ,...} 
their associated e&nspaces, m, = 0 for I = 0, 1’ 2 ,..., 
and 
ml = dimH,, 
P, : LB(X) 3 L2(X) 
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the projection operator associated with H, . As in Theorem 1 let 
0 < h,(T) < A?(T) < *** 
denote the eigenvalues of the boundary value problem on X - Q(T) counted with 
multiplicity, and (~JJ~(T), &T),...} a complete orthonormal basis of (f E L2(X): 
f 1 Q(T) = O> consisting of ezgenfunctions of {/J(T), A,(T),...}, respectively. For each 
I = 1,2,... let H,(T) be the subspace ofL2(X) spanned by the vectors 
and let 
Pz(,): L2(X) -+ L2(x) 
be the projection operator associated with Hz(~). Then for all 1 = 1, 2,... we have 
For more detailed information in the nongeneric case we restrict ourselves to 
the classical case where X is a space form, viz., a compact simply connected 
Riemannian symmetric space of rank one, or more particularly, the standard 
sphere of dimension 22. For the symmetric spaces we have 
THEOREM 3. Let X be a compact simply connected Riemannian symmetric 
space of rank one, x,, a Jixed point in X, and let Y = {x,,} or C(x,) the cut locus 
of x0 . Let K0 be the component of the identity in the group of isometries of X which 
leave x0 fixed, and define a tonal function to be a function on X which is invariant 
under the action of K, . Then for each 1 = 0, 1,2, . . . . the ezgenspace Hz of Theorem 2 
has a one-dimensional subspace of xonal functions, and similarly for each Hz(~), 
1 = 1, 2,..., for su.iently small 7 > 0. For each 1 = 1,2,..., let @1(T) be a 
normalized tonal function in H,(r) in the half-space in L2(X) determined by op,-, . 
Then 
For the spheres we have the original theorem of MacDonald [3, p. 4081: 
THEOREM 4. Let X = 9, d > 2, x,, a Jixed point in Sd, and Y = {x0>. 
Then there exists a double sequence of orthonormal ez&etzfunctions (~)j,~ : 
j, 1 = 0, 1, 2 ,... } complete in L2(X), and for each r E (0, r) a double sequence 
of orthonormal tzgenfunctions 
{yj,r(r): j = 1, 2 ,..., 1 = 0, 1, 2 ,... > 
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complete in {f~L~(X):fl Q(T) = 0} such thatfor eachj = 1,2,...; I = 0, 1,2,..., 
we have 
1:: %A4 = %-1.1 . (7) 
We note that whereas the proof of Theorem 3 does not require specific 
calculation of the symmetric spaces and their zonal eigenfunctions, MacDonald’s 
proof of Theorem 4 required not only the explicit presentation of eigenfunctions 
on P, via separation of variables, but the explicit relations of the associated 
Legendre functions of the first and second kind. Our proof of Theorem 4 
will require the separation of variables to reduce the problem to one in ordinary 
differential equations, where the techniques of Theorem 1 apply as well. 
A simple example which illustrates Theorem 3 is X = 5’3, Y = {x0), where 
x,, is any given point in X. A calculation then shows that the lth zonal eigen- 
function of X - Q(T), @r(7), I = 1, 2 ,..., is given by 
MT)W = G(T) 
Sin[h(n - d(x, xo))/(?7 - T)]  
sin d(x, x0) 
if d&y) 3 7 
= 0 if d&y) < T ,  
where et(T) is chosen so that /] @l(T)11 = 1, with eigenvalue 
/Q(T) = {hT/(T - T)}” - 1. 
The 1 - 1st zonal eigenfunction of X is given by 
@l-l(X) = G-l 
sin[Z(77 - d(& X0)] 
sin d(x, X0) ’ 
where Cr-, is chosen so that 1) @r-r II = 1, with eigemhe 
pz-1 = (I - I)(1 + 1). 
We remark that the method of separation of variables requires that geodesic 
spheres about a point be homothetic, and is therefore not available in the 
symmetric spaces of nonconstant sectional curvatures [6]. 
The hypothesis of “codimension 32” is essential as exhibited by the following 
example: Let X = Pa, d 3 1, be real projective space with the Riemarmian 
metric of constant sectional curvature induced from the standard d-sphere of 
radius 1, and for x,, E X let Y be the d - 1 hyperplane at infinity dual to x0 , 
i.e., the cut locus of x0 . One easily verifies 
‘j$ h,(T) = d. 
If Y = {x0} then MacDonald’s theorem is true for d > 2. 
Finally, we have the following applications to the heat and wave equations. 
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THEOREM 5. De$ne the functions B: R + R, 0, : R -P R by 
e,(t) = c evAjtTjt, 
j-1 
andfor k = 0, 1,2,... let Dk denote d@rentiation with respect to t, k times. Then 
for any given k = 0, 1,2 ,..., and t, > 0 
ljg D”0, = D”t’ (8) 
uniformly on [to , CO). Also if we define the distributions q(t), s7(t) in W(R) by 
then 
in S@‘(R). 
THEOREM 6. Let sj: X x X x [0, co) -+ R be the fundamental solution 
of the heat equation on X, and 2et a7 : X x X x [0, 00) -+ R be the fundamental 
solution of the heat equution on X - Q(T) and van&h on (Q(r) x X u X x 
Q(T)) x R. Then fog any given t, > t, > 0 
in L2(X x X x [t,, , tJ). Also if E ESY(X x X x R) is the fundantental 
solution of the wave equation on X and E, E &B’(X x X x R) the fundamental 
solution of the wave equation on X - Q(T) with zero boundary data, then 
l$g E, = E (11) 
in P(X x X x R). 
We need some notation for later. For x E X, X, denotes the tangent space 
to X at x, and similarly for other manifolds, when they occur. TX and (TX)* 
will denote the tangent and cotangent bundles of X, respectively, and for mani- 
folds XI , X, and map h: XI --+ X2 the induced tangent and pull-back mappings 
are denoted by h, : TX, + TX, and h*: TX: -+ TX,*, respectively. 
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We denote the pointwise inner product on tensors, induced by the Riemannian 
metric, by ( , ) and the associated norm by 1 j. The Riemannian measures of 
X and Y are denited by dX and dY, respectively. We denote the integrated 
(with respect to dX) inner product of tensor fields on X by ( , > and the asso- 
ciated norm by /I /I. For functionsf: X -+ R E Cl we also have the norm 
liiflll = {lIftI” + II dfl12Y 
and note that if one defines the Sobolev norms llfllli , k = 0, 1,2,..., forfE P(X) 
in the usual manner via a partition of unity of X, then (i) norms given with 
different partitions of unity are equivalent; (ii) llfli and Ilfll, are always equivalent; 
(iii) l/ifllN and l]fll, are always equivalent. 
Our proof proceeds by the direct method of calculus of variations, viz., let 
and for 7 > 0, 
H(X) = {f: X--t R E Co: j df j ELM) 
H(T, x) = {fE H(X):f ( Q(T) = O}. 
Then the spectra {Aa, A, ,... }, {X,(T), A,(T) ,... } are the critical values in H(X), 
H(T, x>, respectively, of the functional 
f- II dfll”/llfll” 
and the eigenfunctions are the respective critical points. H(X) will be topologized 
by the metric I/j /Il. 
1. THE FUNDAMENTAL LEMMA 
LEMMA 1. Let {tn} be a sequence which monotonically decreases to 0 as n --t co, 
and let q~ : X--f R E Cm. Then there exists a sequence of functions I,& : X -+ R E H(X) 
such that 
in H(X), ad 
Proof. We let V(Y) be the normal bundle of Y with projection 7~ V(Y) + Y 
and exponential map exp: V(Y) + X. It is well known that exp maps v(Y) onto 
X and that there exists co > 0 for which exp maps (u E Y(Y): I u 1 < co} onto 
Q(Q) diffeomorphically. 
We now define our sequence of functions {+,J. First set 
en = e-l&s, 
fix cl < co , and for t, > pi set lfin = 9. 
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For tn < q , define 
JAM = v(x) for x E X - Q(t,). 
On Q(t,), #,, will be defined as follows: For u E V(Y) / u / = 1, $Jexp tu) will 
be given by 
Mexp t4 = p(exp 4W/tnY” for t E [e, , t,] 
= h(exp w)(t - GJW/~~ for t E [e,/2, e,] 
= 0 for t E [0, e,/2]. 
For the rest of this section we let k denote the codimension of Y in X. #, is 
certainly continuous on X and satisfies for all x,, E X 
I v4hJl G sup{1 &)I: x E XI. 
Since the volume of L?(t,) is of the order t,” as n -+ co, and I+& differs from 
p only on Q(t,) we conclude that 
lim & = 9 n+n 
in L2(X). Thus it remains to show that for each n, Ij dz,& II2 < +co, and that 




= s {I dP, I2 - Wv, d&z) + I d&z I”> dx. Rh,) 
Clearly, . 
L, ) I d9, I2 dx < B2 I dx = Wnk) 
n n(t,) 
as n + co, and therefore tends to 0 as n + co. To estimate the remaining 
integrals we shall need more details. 
Let Y have the Riemannian metric obtained from X, Rk the usual Euclidean 
metric, and Y x Rk the induced product metric which we denote by ( , )e . 
For 7 > 0 set 
L@(T) = {w E Ii”: 1 v 1 < T} 
Sk-l = (w E Ii”: I w  1 = I}. 
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Now for y E Y, &[y] C V(Y) is a K-dimensional vector space with inner product 
from X, restricted to (Y#, the orthogonal complement of Y, in X, . Also 
for any y,, E Y there exists a relatively compact open set U in Y and a local 
trivialization, f: u(Y) 1 U + U x Rk, of V(Y) 1 U such that for any y E U, 
E I r-l[Y1: n-‘[yl + {y} x Rk is an isometry. Furthermore f can be chosen 
to also have the property that for fixed y E U, u0 E Sk-l the map 
y(t) = exp 0 WY, %) 
is a geodesic in X satisfying 
Y(O) = Y’(O) = HY, 4. 
In particular d(y(t), Y) = t for all t E [O, ~a). Finally 
is an isometry. 
We therefore have that for any open set V C U in Y there exists a constant 
Ky > 1 such that 
Kv 
((t 0 exp-l)*ul , (t 0 eW),u,), ~ K v 
(211 9 u2) 
for all ur , ua in tangent spaces of exp 0 t-‘( V X I. 
One easily draws two conclusions from the above fact: 
(i) For each y E Y let dv, denote the Lebesgue measure on +[y]. Then 
there exists a constant K 3 1 such that for anyf: J?(E,) -+ R EL~(SZ(E~)) we have 
K-1 G SY dY{Sn-l[y~r,exp-l[n(~~)~ f 0 exp 4 G K. 
$k,) f dX 
An equally useful but slightly different version of (i) would be: there exists 
a set of measure 0 in Y, Y0 , a trivialization [: V(Y) j Y - Y, -+ (Y - Y,,) x Rk 
satisfying the properties of 5 described above, and a constant K 3 1 such that 
if dv is the Lebesgue measure of Rk andf: Q(Q) -+ R EE(Q(E,)) then 
(ii) For 7 E (0, Q) let I’(T) = {x E X: d(x, Y) = T> and g7( , ) denote 
The Riemannian metric of X restricted to T(T). Then there exists K~ > 1 
such that for every or < ~a in (0, or) and h,l,,2 : T(T,) -+ r(T2) given by 
hTl .z(exp 54 = exp ~~11, 
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where u E u(Y), / u j = 1, and covectors w1 , wa E (~(ra))&,r,u we have 
for u E v(Y), j 24 1 = 1, which implies 
d&(exp tu) = (t/tn)tn-l(h~t, * v)(exp tu) dt 
+ Wdtn(4(%‘L, - d)(exp W 
= (t/t,Jt*-l(h&n - v)(exp tu) dt 
+ (tMt’Vhn * dt,,d(ev 4. 
Thus (ii) implies 
We are now ready to estimate the remaining integrals. In what follows let 
d, denote exterior differentiation of functions restricted to I’(T) for each 7. 
Also recall that for every u E V(Y), / u j = 1, the geodesic y(t) = exp tu E I’(t) 
and (r’(t), (I’(t)),cf,) = 0. Finally set 
-- 
R, = Q(b) - Q(4, 
S, = Q(e,) - Q(e,/2). 
We first estimate 1 d#n 12. On R, we have 
#,(exp tu) = WhJYG,d(exp 4 
1 d+,(exp tu)12 < (t/tn)2tn-2(A2 -b ~8’). 
On S, we have for u E V(Y), 1 u / = 1, 
#,(exp ru) = (2,‘e,)(t - e,/2)(e,lG?V&~ * rp)(exp ru), 
(l-1) 
d#,(exp 4 = (2/e,)(e,lt,)t”(h~t,~ . cp>(exP tu) dt 
+ (2/e,)(t - e,/2)bJWG’Itn * dt,,cp)(exp tu), 
I d4,(exp tu)12 < den 2t4;2t*{A2 + (t - en/2)2(t/tn)-2 KoB2]. 
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If we let wk-r denote the volume of Sk-1 and n(Y) the volume of Y we then 
have by (i), (l-l), (1.2), 






(A2 + ~(t - e,/2)2(t/t,)-2 B2) tk-l dtl 
Thus 
< KV( Y) Wkel{(A2 + KoB2) t;-l+tn 
+ 4e-2ih-2my42 + 432&2)). 
s 
Idqh,)2dX+O as n-00. 
tat,) 
In particular we also have d$,, eLa(X) for all rz. Finally, 
and both integrals tend to 0 as n --+ co. The lemma is therefore proven. 
2. THE L2-T~~o~y 
We will apply mathematical induction to the following 
PROPOSITION (N). Given N = 1,2,..., there exists a sequence of positive 
numbers (tJ 4 0 as n---t co, N orthonormal eigenfunctions (yO ,..., (PN-J of 
G&J ,*a-, A,-,}, N orthomrmal eigenfunctions {p)l(tn),...,yN(t,)} of {A,(t,),..., A,(t,)} 
such that 
lim &tn) = pj-r 
n-m 
and lim hj(tn) = Xjpl 
n+m 
inL”(X)forj = I,..., N. 
We are given N > 0 and a sequence {tn} J. 0. If N > 1 assume that Propo- 
sition (N) is satisfied for the given {tJ. We wish to establish Proposition (N + 1). 
Let vN be an eigenfunction of A, orthogonal to (fpO ,..., yPN-r), with II fph~ I(= 1, 
Then the fundamental lemma implies there exists a sequence of functions 
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such that 11 I/% 11 = I for all n and 
j==l 
Then g, is orthogonal to {qua,..., P),J~,J} and 
lim gn = plN 
n’30 
in P(X). The variational principle implies that 
for all n. Since (dg, , dg,) -+ A, as n -+ co we have 
Now for each n pick qNtl(tra) to b e a normalized eigenfunction of XNfl(tn) 
orthogonal to {qr(t&..., qua and in the same half-space as q+,, in P(X). 
Since Cm(X) is dense in H(X) there exists tiN+,(t,) E P(X) such that 
Ii/ $N+&J - P)N+MII < l/n (24 
and I( #N+I(tn)ll = 1 for all n (recall: q~~+r(t,J E Ca3(X - ZJ(t,))). The induction 
hypothesis implies 
forj = l,..., N, from which we have 
forj = l,..., N. 
Now set 
(2.3) 
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then 
1 = f b&J2 
j=O 
and (2.3) implies 
lim cI,,$-~ = 0 ?l+m (2.4) 
forj = I,..., N. Let 
fN+lw = 1CIN+l(L) - i 4,5-1%-l 3 
j=l 
gN+lw = fN+l(~~>/llfN+l(~n)ll~ 
Then gN+l(tn) is orthogonal to {v. ,..., q&) which implies by the variational 
principle 
AN 6 <dg,+1(hJ, &N+lw 
= hN+lM + ha 
while b, + 0 as n -+ m, by (2.2), (2.4). We therefore have 
A, S$ lim inf hN+I(&J 
n+m 
which implies by (2.1), (2.5), and (2.4), 
AN = !z ~N+l(GJ 
= !E <&N+lhA &N+lw- 
Now 
gN+,(t,) = 1 - Nfl (ff,,# -1’2 m 
I G O  1 
jIIN dn 5% l 
Let 1, be the smallest integer such that AN+I, > A,, and set 
% = 1 j$+to (d..5)plL’2, 
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We assume that a > 0. Now 
~4TN+lw~ &N+lM) 
= <--dgN+lkz), gN+l(LD 
= 1 - c (d,,j)2 -l f Aj(d,,j)2 
I 
N-l 
hN “+~-‘(d,~‘)~ + &+l, 
j=N 
Let (n,> be a sequence such that 
a = lime 1-m nr. 
Then (2.4), (2.8) applied to gN+i(tnL) imply that 
AN > xN(1 - a) + hN+lou 
> hN 
which implies a contradiction. We therefore conclude a = 0. 
For the moment let H be the subspace of La(X) spanned by {(Pi ,..., ~~+~~-r}, 
H’- its orthogonal complement in La(X), and P, P’- the respective projection 
operators associated with H, HL. Then ,we have 
i% p%N+l(tn) = O- (2.10) 
If, furthermore, H is one-dimensional then we easily have 
i-5 qN+l@n) = TN (2.11) 
in L2(X). We now draw some immediate conclusions from the above discussion: 
(i) Since A0 = 0 and X1(7). always have multiplicity 1, we have 
in L2(X) for any sequence tn 4 0. Thus 
‘j~cpl(4 = To 
in La(X). 
(ii) In the generic case, when all eigenspaces have multiplicity 1, the 
sequence {tn} of Proposition (N) can be chosen independent of N, and the induc- 
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tion and (i) show that any 2,&O will do. Thus we construct orthonormal bases 
ho 3 ~1 v-1, Md> PW-> of th e closed and T-boundary-value problems 
respectively for which (4) is valid in Ls(X). 
(iii) In the nongeneric case, e.g., when lo > 1, then one has a subsequence 
{n,>, and numbers cyN ,..., olN,~rO-i such that 
for j = N,..., N + 1, - 1 from which we have 
Iv++-1 
But dyi + hfli = 0 for all j = N,..., N + 1, - 1, and x (c@ = 1 which 
implies that Proposition (N + 1) is true for the orthonormal set of eigenfunctions 
and the sequence it*,}. Thus the induction is completed. 
(iv) In particular, we have for each j = 1,2,... a sequence T,,~ $0 such 
that X,(7& + ;\i-r as s-+ co. But &(T) is a decreasing function of 7. We there- 
fore have (2) for every j = 1,2,.... 
We have thus proved all of Theorem 1 except for the Ck convergence in the 
genereic case. We postpone that discussion till Section 3 and now prove 
Theorem 2, which only requires L2 considerations. 
Recall that for each 1 = 0, 1,2 ,..., pI denotes the Zth distinct eigenvalue of 
the closed eigenvalue problem, H, its eigenspace with projection operator P, , 
and with dimension m, . H,(T) is the subspace of LB(X) spanned by 
(vr(~): m-i + ... + mlp2 <j < m-r + ... + ml-i} (where m-i = 0) with pro- 
jection operator Pz(T), for I = 1, 2 ,.... We wish to show for l = 1, 2 ,..., 
We use mathematical induction. We have that (5) is valid for 1 = 1 by (i) 
above. Assume we are given N > 1 such that (5) is valid for I = l,..., N. 
We show that (5) is valid for I = N + 1, In what follows we shall let (HN)l, 
(HN+l(~))l denote the respective orthogonal complements of HN , HN+l(~), 
and (PN>~, PN+I(W th eir respective associated projection operators on L2(X). 
The induction hypothesis and argument leading to (2.10) show, in the current 
notation, that 
‘j$ (PN)I PN+~) - 0. (2.12) 
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In addition we have by (iii), for any sequence t, 4 0, a sequence nj t co such that 
!Lz PJJ+dt.nJ = PN . (2.13) 
The self-adjointness of the projections and (2.12) now imply 
l$ pN+dwNY = 0. 
Thus 
from which we have 
the identity operator on (HN)I. It remains to show 
since HN is finite dimensional it suffices to show 
‘js (P~+d+f = 0 
for allf E HN . 
(2.14) 
Assume that (2.14) is false. Then there exists f E HN , 11 f 11 = 1, a number 
01 > 0, and a sequence t, 4 0 such that II(PN+l(tn))’ f jl > Q for all n. Thus 
II ~N,,hJf II < 1 - a 
for all n. But by (2.13) there exists a sequence nj -+ co asi -+ co such that 
f& b+&nJf = f 
and 11 f II = 1 > 1 - (II which implies a contradiction. Theorem 2 is therefore 
proven. 
3. FROM I~~-~ONVERGENCE TO CWONVERGENCE 
LEMMA 2. Let M,, be any manifold without boundav (not necessarily compact). 
Let L be a strongly elliptic operator of order 2, and let v E Com(M,,). Then for each k, 
k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., we can find a constant c((p, k) which depends only on q’, k and of 
course M, , such that 
II e II: G c(k, v-4 (g II-Q II:) for alla E CmWQ 
(where 11 ljlc is the kth Sobolev norm). 
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We will now show how the lemma implies the desired convergence and then 
prove the lemma. Let W be any open neighborhood of Y, and pick I’ another 
open neighborhood of Y such that 
YCVC’t’CW. 
We know V C Q(T) for some T > 0. Let I/ be a Cm real-valued function, 
0 < 4 < 1, with compact support contained in M - r, such that 
# 1 M - W = 1. If  we can show &J~(T) --f #vi-l in Kthe Sobolev norm on 
M - r, for each It then the desired strong convergence follows from the 
Sobolev lemma. Thus we will apply our lemma with M,, = M - 7, q~ = #, 
g = vi-r - &T), and 7 < T. Thus 
which certainly gives us the desired convergence as 7 -+ 0. 
Proof of Lemma. Let supp v  C uj”=r 6, ,0, a coordinate one-ball. Then choose 
a partition of unity ((pi} subordinate to the 0, . Thus 
Hence we can assume MO is an open subset of Euclidean space. We will prove 
our inequality by an induction on K. R = 0 is a triviality. We assume 
the inequality for K - 1. Gardings’ inequality implies (L%pg, pg) > A0 11 yg Ilk - 
h II vg II2 . (&g, yg) = (4% vg) + (PI ~1 g, a$ where P, ~1 is a partial 
differential operator of order 2k - 1 with support contained in supp ‘p. 
lWkg, 9&l G II P%J I!0 II % II0 G +(I1 vJLkg Iii + II vi? II3 
G WIL’“g Iii + l/g 113. 
Let 4 E Com(M,,) such that # = 1 on supp p. If  we “integrate by parts k times” 
we see that ([L”, ~1 g, vg) = ([Lk, I] #g, pg) = (M+g, Nag) where M is a partial 
differential operator of order k - 1, and N is a partial differential operator of 
order k. Thus 
I(F, vlg, v&l G G II Mtk l/o II Wx Ilo d G II lcIg Ilk-l II vg !I, 
G @o/2) II w II% + c4 II Sk II%1 . 
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The last inequality is a consequence of the inequality ab < e/2$ + (l/2<) ba 
for sufficiently small E > 0. We now estimate I/ $g 11i-i by our induction 
hypothesis and we see 
h&w/vJgl/2, <q+:) 
which completes the proof. 
4. THE CLASSICAL CASE 
We now let X be a compact simply connected Riemannian symmetric space 
of rank one, x0 E X, and consider either Y = {x0} or Y = C(x,), the cut locus 
of x,, . If X is a sphere of constant curvature of dimension 32 then C(x,,) is 
a point and the two cases Y = {x,,}, Y = C(x,,) are indistinguisaable. If X 
is not a sphere, then X is a projective space of projective dimension 32 and 
C(x,,) is the hfiperplane at infinity dual to x0 . The statement that “the codimen- 
sion of C(x,) in X is 32” is equivalent to the condition that X is simply con- 
nected (cf. [ 1, Chap. IV]). 
Let K be the group of isometries of X which leave x,, fixed, and K, the com- 
ponent of the identity in K. As mentioned in the statement of Theorem 3, 
a function f: X + R is defined to be a zonal function if 
for all x E X, K E K,, (in this section k will never denote an index). Since X has 
rank one, K,, acts transitively on all geodesic spheres centered at x0 ; also C(x”) 
is the geodesic sphere of maximal radius about x0 [l]. 
Thus to say that f is zonal is to say that f(x) depends only on d(r, x0) for all 
x E X, i.e., f is constant on geodesic spheres about x0 . 
We let dK denote the bi-invariant measure on K for which 
J dK== 1, KO 
and for f E L2(X) we define the mean-value operator m: L2(X) -+ L2(X) by 
(wfK4 = j$k + 4 dK. 
Then mf is a zonal function. We keep the notation of Theorems 1 and 2. Since 
for f~ P(X), tn commutes with the Laplacian d, we have that for each 
I = 1, 2,..., m leaves the eigenspace HZ-, of the eigenvalue pr-i invariant. 
Furthermore, the transitivity of K,, on geodesic spheres implies that the image 
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m(H1-,) in Hl-, is one-dimensional for every I [2, Chap. X, Proposition 2.10. 
Corollary 3.31. Finally, we note that m is a bounded operator on D(X). 
We now prove Theorem 3. Fix I = 1,2,.... We first remark that if t, J 0 
as n + 00, and @(r,J is a sequence of functions such that @(t,J E H,(t,J, 
11 a(t = 1 for all n, then 
lii Pi(T) = PC-, (5) 
implies by a standard argument that there exists a sequence nj -+ w as j -+ 00, 
and @ E H1-, such that 
pir cqt,) = @. 
Thus 
li+ylt@(tn,) = 1n@. 
Therefore if @(t,J is a zonal function for every n, then @ is a zonal function. 
If there does not exist T,, > 0 such that the subspace of zonal functions in 
H,(T) is at most one-dimensional for all 7 E (0, ~a), then there exists a sequence 
t, 4 0 as rz -+ 00, and sequences @(t,), $(t,J such that 
(1) for every n, @t&J, t&J are in H,(t,) are orthonormal, and zonal, and 
(2) WJ, Wn) converge to zonal functions Cp, q in H,-, . But @, # will 
be orthonormal and zonal-a contradiction. 
Thus there exists T,, > 0 such that for T E (0, TJ the subspace of H,(T) 
consisting of zonal functions is at most one-dimensional. 
We now note 
lj$ h,(T) = Aj-1 , 
for all j = 1, 2,..., implies that there exists TV > 0 such that for each T  E (0, T1), 
H,(T) is a direct orthogonal sum of eigenspaces of the T-boundary value problem. 
since for evtxy 7 > 0, x- 4 7 is invariant under the action of &, on X, ) 
we have H,(T) is invariant under the action of K, on L*(X), for every T  E (0, TV). 
Thus m maps H,(T) to itself for T  E (0, TV). 
Let @r-i be a normalized zonal function in Hlel . Then (5) implies 
and there therefore exists T2 E (0, min(To , 71)) such that ntPr(~) @r-i # 0 for 
all 7 E (0, T2). The desired eigenfunction of Theorem 3 is therefore 
The proof of Theorem 3 is completed. 
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To recover MacDonald’s theorem (Theorem 4) we shall require the method 
of separation of variables. X is now Sd, the standard d-sphere of radius 1, 
d 3 2, and Y = {x,,}. A will denote the Laplace operator on Sd, and 0 the 
Laplace operator on S - d r. We introduce geodesic polar coordinates about 
x,,onXby 
x(t, u) = exp tu, 
where 0 < t < 7, u E P-r = AI%, . Set 
4(t) = sin t 
and for f: X --+ R set 
Then forf to satisfy 
F(x(t, 24)) = T(t) O(u). 
Af+Xf =0 
there must exist a constant TV such that 
00+/L@ =o, 
(p-IT’) + (A - /.Llp) lp--1T = 0 
(the prime denotes differentiation with respect to t). One then has 
(1) 
(4.1) 
Now write h as 
i.e., 
p = 1(1+ d - 2) 1 = 0 )..., 2 ).... 
A = u(u + d - l), 
u = !A+ (qq/““A+ 
and set 
v=u-1, 
T(t) = S(t) sinr t; 
then (4.1) becomes 
(#1~+2~--1S’)’ + v(v + d + 2Z- 1) +“+az-rS = 0. (4.2) 
If we denote a solution of (4.2) by S,,, then we obtain a solution of (1) of the form 
f (x(t, 4) = sinz tS&) @&), (4.3) 
where 0, is in the Ith eigenspace of 0. 
For the closed eigenvahre problem on X we therefore wish to solve (4.2) 
with the boundary conditions 
s’(0) = s’(?i-) = 0, (4.4) 
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and as is well known one has nontrivial solutions for the given boundary data 
when Y = j - 1, j = 1,2, 3 ,.... Also the collection of solutions thus obtained 
in (4.3) are complete in L*(X). For the T-boundary value problem on X - Q(T) 
we wish to solve (4.2) on (T, ~1 with boundary conditions 
S(T) = S’(n) = 0 (4.5) 
and set S / [0, T) = 0. Again one has a sequence of eigenvalues determined 
by v = v3.(7), j = 1, 2,... and we wish to show that ~‘~(7) 4 j - 1 as 7 & 0 for each 
j = 1, 2,.... Finally, we note that the eigenfunctions f of the form (4.3) with 
boundary data (4.5) are Complete in {f eL’(X):f 1 f&T) = o}. 
To prove Theorem 4 one first notes that solutions of (4.2) satisfying the 
boundary data (4.4) are the critical points of the functional 
s --j j; (S’yyt) Ip+-(t) at 
J; P(t) p+yt) dt (4.6) 
and similarly for solutions s(t) of (4.2) on (7, W] satisfying (4.5) and s(t) = 0 
for t E [0, T]. Then one proves an appropriate (as well as simpler) version of the 
fundamental lemma, the key aspect of which is that 
~d+2z--L(q - td+2Z-1 as t JO, 
d$21--111. 
One can then repeat the argument of Section 2 practically word-for-word. 
5. APPLICATIONS TO THE HEAT AND WAVE EQUATIONS 
To prove the convergence of the theta functions of Theoarem 5 we note that 
it is standard that for /3 = [d/4] + 1, where d = dim X, [d/4] is the smallest 
integer greater than or equal to d/4, that the series 
f&20<+,. 
i=l 
Fix K = 0, 1, 2 ,..., and to > 0. Then given any E > 0, there exists an integer 
N > 0 such that 
2 hy2s < E; 
j=N 
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for all t >, t, , j > N + 1. Indeed, this is a direct consequence of 
and 
We therefore have 
< 26 
for all t > t,, . Thus for t > t, 
1 PO,(t) - Dk8(t)l < 1 F ((-1)” h,“(r) e+(T)t - (-i)” Alk_,e-A+lt) / + 2e. 
j=l 
The limit (8) follows easily. 
For the convergence of the eta distributions we argue as follows: Let K 
be a compact subset of R, and CKk denote the functions f: R -+ C E Ck with 
support contained in K and let 1 lkSX be the usual Ck norm on this space of 
functions. Pick N so large that Xi-r > 1 for,j > N + 1. Then there exists 
70 > 0 such that AN+l(~) > 1 for all 7 E (0, T,,), Now set 
5=N+l 
We show that for each k > 2/3, 
in (CK >2k *, the bounded linear functionals on CF. Fix k 2 2j3. 
The usual integration by parts implies that 
IhNk) - d+(f )I < If 12k.K vol(K) je;+l @5(+-” - h-d-” 1. 
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As above, (A,(T))-* t (X,-J-” as T 4 0 for all i = 1,2,..., and thus (&&(~), 
&:2(~),...), (42 G& Y.) are both elements of P. For any given E > 0 there 
exists N,, >, N for which 
Hence 
f (Ajwl)-k < c. 
j=No+l 
and the theorem follows easily. 
To prove Theorem 6 we first note that if H is a Hilbert space, and I’ a finite 
dimensional subspace, then we associate to V an element s( I’) E H @ H given by 
s(V)= :ejaej, 
i=l 
where {e, ,..., eN} is an orthonormal basis of V. One easily checks that s(V) is 
well defined. If {I’,} is a sequence of finite dimensional subspaces converging 
to a finite dimensional subspace I’ (i.e., the projection operators P,,, respec- 
tively associated with I’, converge to the projection operator P associated with I’) 
then s( I’,) converges to s( I’) in H @ H. 
For the respective fundamental solutions of the heat equation we fix 
t, > to > 0 and for this paragraph let 11 11 denote the norm on Le(M x M x 
[to, tr]). We also mamtain the notation of Theorems 1 and 2. Then for each 
1 = 1, 2,..., we have 
rn-*+*..+m~-l 
+ c j,m,+...+m~_Z+l llte--lt - e-A’(‘)t) ‘&CT) @ %(T>ll - 0 
as T  4 0. The arguments of Theorem 5 for the heat equation also imply that given 
E > 0 there exists an I,, > 0 such that 
m 
/I c e-“z-lts(Ht-l) < E, 
i=m~l+-~~+m~o~l+l 
e-A’(‘)tp?i(T) @ ?i(T) /I < E. 
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!ij = f e-+15( Vc-,), 
1=1 
the theorem now follows easily. 
For the wave equation we note the fundamental solutions E, E, are given by 
E = f e~(~l-lt)*‘zs(Hl-l), 
I=1 
E, = f ei(nj(7)t)1’2~j(~) @ C&T). 
i=l 
As in the proof of Theorem 5 for the wave equation we let /3 = [d/4] + 1, 
fix k 3 2/3 and a compact set K in R. CExMXK denotes the Cak functions with 
support contained in M x M x K and topologized by the Czk sup norm 
I I Bk,MXMXK. For f: M x M x R -+ R E I?&,,, we have as before 
1 E(f)1 < 1 f ~2k.MXMXK(Vo1(M))2 J’ol(K) 
1 E+(f)l < 1 f 12k.MXMXK(Vo1(M))2 v4K) 
1 + f ~z-lK..l , 
L2 I 
1 + f X,(7)-k . 
+2 I 
Thus there exists to > 0 such that {E} U (ET : 7 E (0, to]} is a family of uniformly 
bounded elements of (C~X,,, )*. By the Stone-Weierstrass theorem and Sobolev 
lemma, linear combinations of functions of the form Tv,-r @ pa-r , 
a, b = 1, 2 )..., where T E CKm, q~~...~ E HapI , P)~-~ E H,_, , are dense in 
CEXMXK . Hence it suffices to establish for fixed T, yael , pbel 
Define 
17 = (PO-1 + Pb-1Y if afb 
= (P,-1)’ if a = 6, 
n(7) = (Pa(T) + P&N1 if afb 
= (P,(4)’ if a=b, 
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f = c e~(“l-lt)l’*@jl-l) 
1M.b 
if a#b 
= 2 &-l~)“2S(H~~1) if a=b, 
Then one easily obtains 
and therefore 
For a fixed 1 E {I, 2,...} set 
m-l+.“+m&l 
J%(T) = c &(T)t)“PtJ,j(T) @ p)j(T). 
+Tn,+~~*+m,-,+l 
We then have 
E,(T) = P‘+lt’l’f(Ht(~)) 
n-l+*-+m&l 
+ c (&&T)t)“* _ ei(4-lt)“*) p)i(T) 0 vj(T), 
j-m,+~~~+m,,+l 
from which we conclude 
Equations (5.1) and (5.2) now combine to prove Theorem 6 for the wave 
equation. 
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Note added in proof. It has been brought to our attention that some of our results were 
obtained in the special case of Euclidean domains by J. Rauch and M. Taylor in their 
note, Potential and Scattering on Wildly Perturbed Domain, /. Functional Analysis 18 
(1975), 27-59. 
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